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Izvleček
UDK 532:004.43(043.2)
Tek. štev.: UN I./845

Model nanašanja in taljenja prahu na površini talilnega bazena

Jaka Peternel

Ključne besede:

numerično modeliranje
lagrangevo sledenje delcev
taleči se delec
sklapljanje modelov
računalniška dinamika tekočin
vrednotenje ohranjenih količin
kovinski prah
lasersko direktno nanašanje

Numerično modeliranje industrijskih procesov je pomembno, ker omogoča hitrejši in
cenejši razvoj učinkovitih inženirskih sistemov in procesov. Eno izmed trenutno hitro se
razvijajočih področij so dodajne izdelovalne tehnologije, ki temeljijo na procesu laserskega
direktnega navarjanja (LDN) kovinskega prahu. Da bi razvili numerični model procesa
LDN je v tem delu obstoječi Eulerski model laserskega varjenja in rezanja po metodi
končnih volumnov (glavni model) razširjen z Lagrangevim sledenjem delcev nanašajočega
se prahu in njegovega pretaljevanja po metodi diskretnih elementov (model talečega se
prahu). Nastanek navara je izveden s prenosom mase iz modela talečega se prahu v glavni
model. Oba modela sta sklopljena tudi preko entalpije in gibalne količine, kar zagotavlja
ohranitev mase, entalpije in gibalne količine. Predstavljen je testni primer, ki prikazuje
ohranitev mase, entalpije in gibalne količine, na koncu pa tudi aplikacija razvitega modela
za modeliranje LDN procesa.
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Abstract
UDC 532:004.43(043.2)
No.: UN I./845

Model of Powder Deposition and Melting on the Melt Pool Surface

Jaka Peternel

Key words:
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Lagrangian particle tracking
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model coupling
computational fluid dynamics
assessment of conserved quantities
metal powder
direct laser deposition

Numerical modelling of industrial processes is a tool of great importance as it makes
development of efficient engineering solutions more economical and faster. One of
currently fast developing fields is additive manufacturing, which is based on process of
direct laser deposition (DLD) of metal powder. In order to derive a model of DLD process,
in this work, existing finite volume Eulerian model of laser welding and cutting (main
model) is extended with Lagrangian particle tracking model, which simulates depositing
powder and its melting by discrete element method (melting powder model). Clad
formation is achieved through mass transfer from melting powder model to main model.
Both models are also coupled in enthalpy and momentum yielding mass, enthalpy and
momentum balance. A test case which demonstrates conservation of mass, enthalpy and
momentum is presented. Finally an application of derived model to DLD process
modelling is shown.
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1. Introduction
Computer models of processes can provide insight into details of processes which are
difficult to be analysed, measured and understood. As such they provide us with better
understanding of process. One of currently interesting fields in development is additive
manufacturing (AM) or 3-D printing of metal parts [1]. A process which can be used in
AM to 3-D print metal parts is direct laser deposition (DLD) of metal powder, where a
laser is used to produce a melt pool into which the metal powder is introduced in order to
form a clad layer.
To model DLD of powder it is necessary to describe laser light absorption, heating,
melting, and solidification of metal including fluid dynamics of molten metal, shielding
gas fluid dynamics, depositing powder dynamics, thermodynamics, and powder melting.
This presents a lot of problems and opportunities as nicely outlined by Francois, M.M. et al
[2]. Commercial computational fluid dynamics and multi physical simulation packages yet
do not provide DLD models.
However, models of laser welding and cutting, which potentially could be extended to
model powder DLD process, already exist. Further, a model of two phase flow, a flow of
metallic and gaseous phase where a metallic phase can be either in solid or liquid state, and
laser light absorption was already developed at Technische Universität Wien - Institut für
Fertigungstechnik
und
Hochleistungslasertechnik
Bereich
Laser
und
Lasergestützefertigung, by Otto, Koch and Vazquez to model laser welding [3]. It uses
Eulerian approach and finite volume discretization scheme to model dynamics of two
phase flow of gaseous and metallic phase, which is referred to as “carrier flow” further on.
It is implemented in framework of OpenFOAM, a multiphysical C++ library for tensor
field operation and manipulation distributed under General Public License. This model is
called “main model” (MM) here on.
In this work the MM is extended by the model of depositing powder called “melting
powder model” (MPM). The MPM includes Lagrangian description of powder, its
dynamics, thermodynamics, and melting. The MPM describes solid part of powder
particles by moving boundary control volume, whereas molten particle mass is transferred
to the MM upon melting. This is achieved using source terms in the MM governing
equation set. The extension was conducted inside OpenFOAM framework; however details
of implementation are not presented here.
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This kind of extension broadens scientific as well as industrial value of the MM making
possible simulation of powder DLD process in detail. The extended MM by the MPM is
called “coupled model” (CM).
This work is organized as follows. In section 2 a structure of the CM is presented. In
section 3 the MM equation set is presented and expanded with new sources to enable
coupling of the MM and the MPM into the CM. The MPM is derived in section 4,
revisiting OpenFOAM kinematics and thermodynamics of a solid particle with newly
introduced moving boundary concept, and derivation of melting equation governing
particles melting. To check for consistent implementation in OpenFOAM a test for mass,
enthalpy and momentum conservation are devised in section 5. Finally a test case is
presented in section 6 along with assessment of mass, enthalpy, and momentum
conservation and application of the CM to modelling of the process of DLD of powder.
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2. The Coupled Model Overview
In this section structure of the CM is presented, including brief descriptions of the MM and
the MPM. A big picture presented here may serve as a map for further chapters.
Figure 2.1 presents the structure of the CM. It consists of the MM and the MPM which are
linked by coupling mechanisms which enable exchange of mass, enthalpy, and momentum
among both models.
The MM uses Eulerian approach to model carrier flow dynamics. It uses partial differential
equations assuming continuum and discretizing them by the finite volume method.
Advection of metallic and gaseous carrier flow phases is calculated using phase fraction
equation resulting from volume of fluid two-phase modelling approach. For continuity,
momentum and enthalpy equations, main model utilizes mixture approach, averaging both
phase properties and solving only one set of these equations. Momentum equations consist
of laminar Navier-Stokes equations. They also incorporate surface tension between both
modelled phases. Enthalpy equation includes separately calculated laser heat source to
model heat addition due to the laser light absorption.
The MPM describes powder as a collection of particles, i.e. by Lagrangian approach. For
each particle a set of equations govern particle evolution in time. Continuity equation
evaluates new particle diameter using melting equation solution. Melting equation governs
particle melting and calculates the rate of mass transfer from each particle to the MM.
Momentum equation describes particle motion in main model’s flow field. Heat equation
evaluates particles temperature when particle is not melting.
Melted particles mass is transferred to the MM via source terms in continuity and phase
fraction equations, resulting in addition of mass in the MM’s cell where the melting
particle is located. Along with the melted mass some of the particle’s momentum and
enthalpy is also transferred to the MM through sources in momentum and enthalpy
equation. Heating and accelerating of the particle due to convective heat transfer and drag
on the particle also contributes to these two source terms. Sources are effectively point
sources in the MPM which expand to cell sources in the MM due to finite volume
discretization.
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of coupled model
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3. The Main Model Expansion
In this chapter the MM two phase modelling approach is presented along with its equation
set and PISO algorithm which is used to obtain carrier flow solution at each time-step. The
MM equation set and PISO algorithm are expanded by sources of mass, enthalpy and
momentum. This enables coupling of the MPM to the MM in the following chapter.

3.1. Main model approximations
Main model uses a number of approximations to model the carrier flow. These
approximations importantly influence the MM equation set and are presented here to
enable derivation of appropriate sources needed for extension of the MM by the MPM:
- Phases, metallic (workpiece) and gaseous (shielding gas), are considered continuous.
-

Both phases, metallic and gaseous, are considered incompressible.

-

Phases are considered immiscible.

-

A no-slip condition is introduced on free surface between phases.

-

Flow of phases is laminar.
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3.2. Main model two-phase
two phase modeling approach
In the MM a volume of fluid method [4] is used to evaluate two phase flow dynamics. This
is a common choice for models that use finite volume discretization scheme. When using
finite volume discretization scheme, computational domain is discretized into number of
smaller control volumes also called cells. Volume of fluid method (Figure
Figure 3.1)) defines a
phase fraction scalar field α, which has values based on contents of tracked phase (in case
of the MM, tracked phase is metallic phase) in these volumes and is evaluated
evalua ted by Eulerian
volume averaging
averaging:
α

Vtracked phase
Vcontrol volume

(3.1)

.

Figure 3.11: Volume of fluid method

In order to represent carrier flow pro
properties
perties in mixed phase control volumes a mixture
approach is used [5].. In mixture approach the mixture intensive control volume property

 CV is determined by Eulerian volume averaging of each phase intensive

intensive properties, 1

and 2 :
 CV    1  1     2 .

(3.2)

This way, only one set of governing equations for mixture can be solved, opposed to EulerEul
Euler representation, where a set of governing equations would be needed
need to be solved for
each tracked phase.
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3.3. Main model equation set
Here the MM equation set is presented. Each equation is then expanded with a source term
to enable coupling of the MPM to the MM. Equations are written according to Einstein
convention where indices i and j both represent three Cartesian coordinates.
Continuity equation for carrier flow:
Main model uses general continuity equation without sources:

 

( U i )  0 .
t xi

(3.3)

Density of mixture,  , is calculated as average of densities of both phases, following
mixture approach:

    1  (1   )  2 .

(3.4)

Here 1 is the density of the first phase and  2 is the density of the second phase.
U
Following from the third and the fourth approximation, the mixture velocity i , the
1
2
velocity of first phase U i and velocity of second phase U i are all equal:
U i  U i1  U i2 .

(3.5)
m

To enable mass transfer from the MPM to the MM, an additional source term, S , is
appended to continuity equation. This source describes mass generation rate per unit
volume due to mass transfer from the MPM to the MM:

 

( Ui )  S m .
t xi

(3.6)
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Phase fraction equation:
By using volume of fluid method to keep track of the two phases, a separate equation
governing phase fraction field convection should be solved. Originally the MM used phase
fraction equation without a source term:

 

( Ui )  0 .
t xi

(3.7)

This equation needs to be expanded to take into account mass transfer from the MPM.
Mass source, S m , is appended only to the tracked phase, that is to metallic phase of the
MM as the molten powder is a metallic phase.
We start with continuity equation for tracked phase:

(1 ) 

(1 U i1 )  S m
t
xi
.

(3.8)

By considering incompressibility of fluid (fourth approximation) and by considering that
the velocities of mixture and both phases are equal (3.5), the continuity equation is
rewritten as:

 
Sm

( U i ) 
t xi
1 .

(3.9)

The resulting equation is used to define dynamics of the phase fraction  .
Phase averaged Navier-Stokes equations:
Main model uses Navier-Stokes equations to calculate velocities of carrier flow:

 ( U i ) 


( U jU i ) 
 ij   gi  Fi surf ,
t
x j
x j

(3.10)

where  ij is the mixture stress tensor composed of normal pressure and viscous stresses,

gi

surf
is gravitational acceleration and Fi is body force per unit volume due to surface tension.
To simulate solid and liquid behaviour of the metallic phase, main model uses a separate
algorithm to evaluate melting of the metallic phase and appends an artificial term to the
Navier-Stokes equations to simulate solid and liquid regions of metallic phase. However
this is not crucial for development of the CM and will not be discussed further in this work.

To take into account the momentum exchange between the melting powder model and the
M
main model, a momentum source Si is appended to Navier-Stokes equations. This source
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describes the momentum exchange rate per unit volume between the MPM and the MM. It
can also be interpreted as a force per unit volume exerted by powder on the carrier flow:

 ( U i ) 


( U jU i ) 
 ij  g i  SiM  Fi surf .
t
x j
x j

(3.11)

Phase averaged enthalpy equation:
Main model uses an enthalpy equation to determine the enthalpy of the carrier flow h ,
q
governed by enthalpy transport of the carrier flow due to convection, conduction i , and
S
laser light absorption laser :

 (  h) 

(  hU i )  

qi  Slaser .
t
xi
xi

(3.12)

Enthalpy equation is expanded by S H , a source of enthalpy transferred from the MPM.
This source includes the melted material enthalpy and the enthalpy transfer due to the
convective heat exchange between the MM and the MPM particles:

( h) 


( hU i )  
qi  Slaser  S H .
t
xi
xi

(3.13)

3.4. PISO algorithm
In the MM PISO algorithm is used to ensure correct coupling between velocity and
pressure. In order to expand the MM with the MPM, the mass source should be
incorporated into the PISO algorithm. To achieve this, PISO algorithm is explained and
expanded.
When solving compressible flow problems, one can solve for density field using continuity
equation, for temperature using energy equation, and then calculate pressure by equation of
state. With pressure obtained, it is possible to further calculate the solution to the NavierStokes equations. When solving incompressible flows, pressure cannot be calculated using
densities, as densities of each phase remain constant. PISO algorithm is one of available
solutions to this problem.
PISO algorithm stands for Pressure Implicit with Splitting Operators algorithm [6]. PISO
algorithm can be decomposed into two steps (Figure 3.2): a momentum predictor and a
pressure correction step. In the momentum predictor step, velocity field is calculated using
a guessed pressure. This solution is not mass conservative as the pressure was guessed. The
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corrector step obtain
obtainss a pressure that makes the resulting flow mass conservative. To
achieve this, the momentum equation is merged with the continuity equation and then
solved for pressure using the predicted velocities. This pressure is then used to determine
the mass conser
conservative
vative corrected velocity. More corrector steps can be employed yielding a
better converged solution. However, even a small number of corrector steps is sufficient as
algorithm converges rapidly [6].. Here on, the OpenFOAM imple
implementation
mentation of PISO
algorithm is presented.

Figure 3.2: PISO algorithm

Basis of PISO algorithm consists of the Navier-Stokes
Navier Stokes equation
equations and the continuity
equation. Navier
Navier-Stokes
Stokes equations
equation (3.11
11) used by the MM are here rewritten decomposing
stress tensor in contribution of pressure p and viscous shear stresses  ij which arise due
to the carrier flow viscosity:

 ( U i ) 



( U jU i )  
p
 ij  g i  SiM  Fi surf .
t
xi
x j
x j

(3.14)

Here on, matrices of coefficients and vectors of variables at all cell centers will be marked
with a bold typeset.
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Predictor step:
old
Using old pressure values at cell centres p and old velocity field in convective term it is
possible to guess an approximate velocity field in the new time step, a predicted velocity
U i*
. If Navier-Stokes equations (3.14) are discretized by volume of fluid method and if old

velocities are used in convective term and old pressures in pressure gradient term, three
systems of linear equations are obtained:
C i U *i  b i   i p old ,

(3.15)

where i denotes separate system for each velocity component, Ci is coefficient matrix of ib
th velocity component, i contains all explicit sources for the i -th velocity component and
 i is finite volume representation of divergence operator.
Note that discretized convective and diffusive terms, sources, and surface tension source
C
b
are all included in i and i matrix. Pressure term is intentionally not merged into these
two matrices as it will come handy later on.
This system can be readily solved to yield predicted velocities. Velocities calculated this
way yield a new but not mass conservative flow field. To make flow field conservative, the
corrector step, described in the following is employed.
Corrector step:
In the corrector step, continuity and Navier-Stokes equations are merged and solved for
pressure to yield mass conservative solution of velocity field.
*
C
First the equation for predicted velocities U i needs to be rewritten by splitting matrix i
A
in two parts, one which contains only the diagonal elements i , and the other which
H
contains the remaining off-diagonal terms i . This is done to enable faster procedure later
A
on when inverse of matrix i is needed.

A i U *i  H i U *i  b i   i p old .

(3.16)
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**
*
In the corrector step, corrected velocity, U i , is calculated from guessed velocities, U i ,
*
old velocities and corrected pressure, p . Note that system for corrected pressure was not
yet presented, however we need a velocity correction equation first to be able to derive it.
We solve for corrected velocity by modifying the predictor equation:

A i U *i *  H i U *i  b i   i p *

The above equation is rearranged and multiplied by the inverse of
correction equation:



(3.17)

.

Ai to get the velocity



U *i *  A i1 b i  H i U *i  A i1 i p * .

(3.18)

With this equation the corrected velocity is calculated at the end of PISO loop.
In order to derive a pressure correction equation, a volumetric representation of continuity
equation is needed. To derive it, a short discourse back into the continuity equation is
mandatory. Consider continuity equations for each carrier flow phase, that is:

(1 )
 (1 U i1 )  S m
t

(3.19)

and:

 ((1   )  2 )
 ((1   )  2 U i2 )  0 .
t

(3.20)

These can be simplified by considering constant densities:
 ( )
Sm
 (U i1 ) 
t
1

(3.21)

 ((1   ))
 ((1   )U i2 )  0.
t

Both equations are summed:

(  1   )
Sm
 (U i1  (1   )U i2 ) 
t
1

(3.22)

and further simplified to:

(U i ) 

Sm
,
1

(3.23)
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yielding volumetric representation of continuity equation. It describes generation of
volume due to emerging metallic phase that is transferred from the MPM.
This can be discretized by finite volume method to yield:
(3.24)

Sm 
 i (U i )    .
 1  cell

In order to derive pressure correction equation finite volume divergence of velocity
corrector equation is expressed:





1
 i U **
 b i  H i U *i    i ( A 1 i p * ) .
i  i A

(3.25)

If the corrected velocity field is to be mass conservative and by taking in consideration the
previously presented discretized volumetric continuity equation (3.24), the right side of
above equation must be equal to:

 
1

 i A b  HU

*



Sm 
 i (A ip )    .
 1  cell
1

*

(3.26)

Finally, the pressure correction equation is expressed:

Sm 
 i ( A 1 i p* )   i A 1 b  HU*    .
 1  cell

 



(3.27)

Using the above system of equations, a pressure field is obtained which guarantees that the
corrected velocity is mass conservative. With this new pressure field we calculate
corrected velocity using the velocity correction equation. One can repeat corrector step
again solving for twice corrected pressure by using corrected velocities, and again applying
correction to velocities to yield more converged, twice corrected velocity field.
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4. The Melting Powder Model
In this chapter melting powder model equation set is derived. It consists of the momentum
equation, the heat equation and the melting equation. They describe particle velocity,
temperature and mass time variation. To enable coupling to the MM, mass, enthalpy and
momentum sources are derived. Finally, a coupled model solution procedure is presented.
Powder consists of a great many of particles. Each particle takes up certain volume and has
certain mass. Particles obey physical laws of motion and thermodynamics. Powder
particles are suspended in surrounding fluid flow, which is called the carrier flow. The
carrier flow can influences kinematic and thermodynamic properties of a particle.
Main model uses the Eulerian approach and finite volume discretization technique to
model the carrier flow. To represent powder suspended in the carrier flow, a number of
different approaches exist.
Euler-Euler approach [7] represents the carrier flow and the powder in the same way. Both
are represented by continuous density fields. Effectively, powder is represented as mass of
powder particles per control volume. A set of equations is then posed which govern the
evolution of powder and carrier flow density field based on the carrier properties and
properties of powder. This approach is computationally cheaper for high particle density
flows, but can lead to slightly less accurate results of powder dynamics in transient
problems. Also this approach cannot simulate flows of powders with varying particle
diameters.
Euler-Lagrangian approach [7] treats carrier flow the same way as Euler-Euler approach.
Powder however is represented by discrete element method (DEM), which describes
powder as collection of particles. For each particle a set of differential equations is solved
to predict its movement and other properties. This approach is computationally cheaper for
low particle density flows. The main approximation of this approach is that particles
occupy such a small volume inside the control volume that their volume can be neglected.
Particles are effectively represented as points inside carrier flow. Consequently, this
method cannot be employed in high particle density flows where presence of the particles
considerably changes fluid flow regime.
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MP-PIC approach [8] represents fluid with Eulerian continuum approach and particles with
a probability density function. Numerical solution combines both Eulerian and Lagrangian
methods of particle representation. This approach enables modelling of particles of varying
diameters and velocities and can be employed when calculating high particle density flows.
In this work Euler-Lagrangian method is chosen to model powder in the carrier flow, as
flow of particles in a laser cladding process is not dense. Other methods have no particular
advantages when calculating low particle density flows and are considerably more
cumbersome.
Euler-Lagrangian approach uses Lagrangian, i.e. discrete element description for each
powder particle. Discrete particles are represented by control volume with a moving
boundary, always containing only the solid part of particle. A continuity equation is used to
define particles control volume dynamics (subsection 4.1). A momentum equation models
particle control volume motion (subsection 4.2), heat equation describes processes of
heating and cooling of the particle control volume (subsection 4.3) and melting equation
describes particle melting (subsection 4.4).
When particle melts, particle system boundary moves so that only the solid part of the
particle remains in the particle control volume and that all newly created melt leaves the
particle control volume through the boundary. In such a control volume mass is not
constant. The amount of mass that leaves the particle control volume is transferred to the
carrier flow carrying with it some momentum and some enthalpy. This is discussed in
subsection 4.5 where coupling to the MM is presented.

4.1. Continuity equation
Here a continuity equation for particle's powder control volume is derived. It is used to
define the diameter of the particle as function of time and melting rate.
It is possible to formulate a continuity equation for a system containing the solid part of the
particle (Figure 4.1) and a thin layer of melt around it. Mass of such a system does not
change:

d
  p dV  0 ,
dt sys
where

p

(4.1)

is particle density.

When the particle melts, the boundary of control volume moves in such a way that all
created melt is transferred out of it. This way only the solid part of particle is inside the
control volume. Considering this control volume V (t ) with boundary surface A(t ) which
includes solid part of particle, a continuity equation can be evaluated using Reynolds
theorem:
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 p dV    AuiAdAi  0 .

t V (t )
A( t )

(4.2)

uA
Here,  A is density at control volume boundary and
is velocity of material relative to the
moving boundary. Second term can be integrated over the area A (t ) as only melted mass
is leaving the control volume. This yields the continuity equation for melting particle
control volume:
i

dmcv
 m melt  0 ,
dt
where

(4.3)

mcv is mass inside the control volume and m melt is mass generation rate of melt.

Mass conservation can be used to define particle control volume dynamics. When particle
melts, it is necessary to update its shape. As the control volume retains spherical shape,
solid particle diameter can be determined using particle's mass loss due to melting.
Numerical implementation of control volume dynamics

V
Considering volume of a particle at the start of time step old and volume of generated melt

V

during this time step melt and their respective densities p and melt it is possible to
V
evaluate new particle volume, new . A continuity equation can be rewritten using these
quantities for one time step as:
Vnew  p  Vold  p  Vmelt  melt .

(4.4)

Old and new particle control volume can be represented by old and new solid particle
d
d
diameter, old and new :
3
3
 d new
 d old
new
.
p 
 p  mmelt
6
6

(4.5)

Now rearranging this equation one can find expression for particle control volume
diameter at the end of the time-step:
d new  3 d

3
old

new
6 mmelt
.

 p

(4.6)
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Figure 4..1: Particle properties, control volume
volume and system

4.2. Momentum equation
Here a momentum equation governing particle control volume motion is derived. A drag
force model is selected. An assessment
assessment of drag force model applicability for DLD process
simulation is made. Finally a numerical implementation
implementation of the momentum equation is
presented.
To model particle control volume motion, the following assumptions are made:
- Particles are spherical
-

Particles are smooth

-

Particles do not collide with each other

-

Particles have only three linear degrees of motion, they cannot rotate

-

Each particle is considered a rigid body

The m
momentum
omentum conservation equation over particle system ((Figure 4.2)) yields:
d
 ui  p dV  sysboundary
  ij dAj  sys gi  dV ,
dt sys
sys boundary
where

(4.7)

ui is velocity of a particle,
 ij is stress tensor on the particle control volume

boundary and

gi is gravitational acceleration.

The time derivative term on the left side can be evaluated using Reynolds theorem taking
into account the moving boundary of the particle:
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ui  p dV   ui  Au Aj dAj    ij dAj   gi  p dV .
t V ( t )
A( t )
A(t )
V (t )

(4.8)

As velocity is uniform across the control volume due to fourth and fifth approximation,
approximation the
first integral can be evaluated and different
differentiated
iated with respect to time. The second term on
u
the left hand side can be also evaluated because the velocity i is uniform across the
particle and the mass outflow is equal to mass generation due to melting:
mcv

dui
dmcv
 ui
 ui m melt    ij dAj   gi  p dV
dt
dt
A( t )
V (t )

(4.9)

Considering the continuity equation ((4.3),, the second and the third term on the left hand
side cancel out. The first term on the right hand side is modelled using empirical relation
for smooth sphere and buoyancy of the particle. The second term on the
t right hand side
which describes effect of gravity can be integrated over the volume. Taking this into
account the above equation reduces to Newton’s second law:

mcv (t )

d (u )
 Fi drag  Fi g ,b ,
dt

(4.10)

g ,b
where F drag is drag force on the particle due to the carrier flow and Fi is the combined
buoyancy and gravitational force acting
acting on the particle.
i

Figure 4.22: Particle properties, carrier flow properties and resultant force on particle
g ,b
The combined buoyancy and gravitational force Fi is modelled as:
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Fi g ,b  m(t )  g i  1 
 
p



.



(4.11)

A model for drag force is more complicated. A number of different empirical equations for
the drag force exist which are valid at different value ranges of the particle Reynolds
Re p
number
, which is defined as:
Re p 

U i  ui  d



,

(4.12)

where U i  ui is magnitude of relative velocity between the carrier flow and the particle,
d is particle diameter and  is carrier kinematic viscosity.
drag
Drag force Fi
can be estimated by dimensional analysis using particle and carrier flow
C
properties and non-dimensional drag coefficient, d , which yields following relation:

1
Fi drag  Cd (Re p )  Ap (t )  (U j  u j )(U j  u j )  U i  ui  .
2

(4.13)

This can be expressed using particle Reynolds number and expression for spherical particle
frontal area using its diameter d , mass mcv (t ) , and density  p as:

3
1
Fi drag  mCV (t ) 
  Cd (Re p )  Re p U i  ui  .
4
 pd 2

(4.14)

Re p
Drag coefficient dependence on
describes the effect of various flow regimes which
are characterized by the Reynolds number. At low values of the Reynolds number, a
laminar Stokes drag can be applied, making drag linearly dependent on velocity:

Re p  1: Cd 

24
.
Re p

(4.15)

At high values of Reynolds number, drag coefficient becomes invariant with Reynolds
number, i.e. constant:
1000  Re p  100 000 : Cd  0.44 .

(4.16)

At even higher values of Reynolds number a change in boundary layer nature influences
the drag quite dramatically. However, this model is not supposed to operate at such high
values of Reynolds number, so behaviour in that region will not be discussed further.
The presented laminar and constant drag regions are connected by a smooth transition
region. To describe the drag coefficient in the laminar region as well as in the transitional
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region to the point where it becomes constant, an empirical relation developed by Schiller
et al. is used [9]. Combining this empirical relation with the constant drag at higher
Reynolds number yields the final expression for drag coefficient, which dependence on
Reynolds number is illustrated in Figure 4.3:
 24
0.687
 Re 1  0.15(Re p )  ; Re p  1000
.
Cd   p

0.44; Re p  1000


(4.17)

To check if the above drag model is applicable for simulation of DLD process, Reynolds
number value range at which particles will operate needs to be estimated. Maximum
relative velocities of particle and carrier are considered to be around 1 M a , that is
m
m
300
0
s . Minimum relative velocity is s , when particles and carrier
approximately
move at equal velocities. Particle diameter in DLD processes is usually around 100  m .
Usually argon is used as carrier fluid to act both as carrier and as shielding gas. Argon’s

1.2 105

m2
s [10]. This data can be used to

kinematic viscosity at room conditions is
Re min and maximum Remax particle Reynolds number at which drag
estimate minimum
model should yield accurate results:

Re min  0,
Re max 

(4.18)

m
100 10 6 m
s
 1807.
2
5 m
1, 66 10
s

300

The above range is within interval of the particle Reynolds number values for which a
selected drag model is valid.
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Figure 4.33: Drag coefficient as function of Reynolds number of selected drag model

In order to complete the governing equation for particle motion, particle interactions with a
wall need to be defined. To describe this interaction a simple elastic rebound boundary
condition is used. This assumption was made to keep the model simple. When a particle is
near the wall, that is when particle’s centre approaches wall to less than its radius, wall
exerts cert
certain
ain force on the particle. Friction between the wall and the particle is neglected,
so the wall can act on the particle only in direction normal to the wall’s surface. Because a
rebound is considered elastic, velocity magnitude after interaction equals the velocity
magnitude before interaction in order to keep kinetic energy of the particle unchanged. The
only solution to this set of restriction for velocity after rebound is the following:
u inew  u i  2 u j n j ni ,
new

where u i is velocity after the rebound and
outside of the domain.

(4.19)

ni is a unit normal to the wall, pointing

Numerical implementation
Numerical implementation is in compliance with the existing OpenFOAM implementation
with time
time-dependant
dependant particle control volume mass. The complete momentum equation
(4.10
10) can be simplified by employing expressions of drag, gravity, and buoyancy as:

mcv (t )


dui  3
1
 
  mcv (t ) 

C
Re
U

u

m
(
t
)

g

1




  .
d
p
i
i
cv
i 
dt  4
 pd 2

p

 

(4.20)
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S
S
To take advantage of the OpenFOAM force models, explicit u and implicit p
momentum source terms are combined, and equation (4.20) is further simplified:





dui
1

Su  S p U i  ui  .
dt mcv (t )

(4.21)

This can be rewritten in the suitable form to integrate with OpenFOAM integrator object:
(4.22)

dui
    ui  ,
dt
where  is:



(4.23)

Su
 Ui ,
Sp

and  is:



(4.24)

1
 Sp
mcv (t )

This equation can be then discretized using Euler method:
uinew  uiold
    uinew ,
t





(4.25)

new
old
where u i is velocity at the new time step, ui is velocity at the old time step and t is the
time step size.

The equation is rearranged to yield the final explicit formula for new particle velocity in
each time step:

uinew 

uiold    t
.
1    t

(4.26)
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4.3. Heat equation
In this subsection heat equation is derived using lumped heat capacitance method. The heat
equation is formulated consistent with DLD process and numerically implemented.
Since the particle control volume includes only solid part of particle, heat equation
describes particle thermal state up to the melting point. It is also used to describe the
cooling of the particle from the melting point if heat is flowing from the particle control
volume. This is different from common phase change situations where in control volume
both, solid and liquid phase coexist. Due to the nature of the melting powder model, this
kind of mechanism is necessary to prevent the particle from stalling in a state of melting
when it should already be cooled down.
In short, the heat equation describes the following states of the particle:
Tp  Tmelt   Tp  Tmelt  Q  0 , where Tp is the particle temperature, Tmelt is the melting
temperature of the particle and Q is the heat flow to the particle control volume.
To derive the melting equation, besides the assumptions of momentum equation, additional
assumptions are made:
- Particle exchanges heat with environment only by heat convection.
-

Heat convection exchange is uniform over particle control volume boundary.

-

Particle can be represented by lumped capacitance method.

-

Particle has constant thermal properties.

The derivation of the heat equation starts with enthalpy equation for melting particle
system (Figure 4.4). Assuming thermodynamic properties of an incompressible substance
and neglecting shear stress heat generation due to friction with carrier flow it can be
expressed as:

d
h p dV    qi conv dAi ,

dt sys
sysboundary

(4.27)

where h is specific enthalpy inside the particle system and qi conv is specific heat flux due
to convective heat transfer between particle system and carrier flow.
This can be rewritten using Reynolds theorem to yield:

h p dV   uiA  p hdAi    qi conv dAi .

t V ( t )
A(t )
A(t )

(4.28)
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Considering that the enthalpy of the melted material leaving control volume consists of
h
latent heat h and heat of fusion sl it is possible to rewrite the above equation into:

h  p dV   uiA  A (h  hsl )dAi    qi conv dAi  Q ,
t V (t )
A(t )
A(t )

(4.29)

where Q is the heat flux due to the convective heat transfer from the carrier to the particle.
The heat equation will describe only cases without melting, that means that boundary will
not change with time and no material will leave the control volume.
The first term on the left hand side of equation (4.29) can be integrated over the control
volume using lumped capacitance method. To evaluate if the particle can be represented by
lumped capacitance method, evaluation of Biot number must be conducted. If the heat
transport by conduction inside a particle is much faster than the transport of heat between
the particle and the carrier flow by convection, one can employ lumped capacitance
method. This ratio is characterized by Biot number. If Biot number remains under 0.1,
lumped capacitance method can be used.
When a particle is traveling through the air, Biot number remains well under 0.1, however
when a particle hits the melt pool, Biot number can increase up to 20. This means that
some dynamic error will be encountered when a particle is heated in melt pool. To keep the
model simple, nevertheless lumped capacity method is used.
Specific enthalpy of a particle can be linked to the particle temperature T p using the
particle specific heat c , considering particle incompressible and neglecting contribution of
pressure to the enthalpy:
Tp

h   c(Tp )dTp .

(4.30)

T0

Using fourth assumption and placing zero enthalpy at T  0K , the equation can be
rewritten as:

h  cTp .

(4.31)

Using this relation and lumped capacitance method, the time derivative of particles
enthalpy can be simplified into:

d
h  p dV  (mcv  cTp ) .

t V (t )
dt

(4.32)
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The hheat
eat equation for sing
single
le particle can be then written as:
mcv c

dTp
dt

(4.33)

Q.

Figure 4.4: Particle and carrier properties relevant to the heat equation

The heat transfer term Q on the right hand side of the heat equation is determined using
Ranz
Ranz-Marshal
Marshal empirical relation [11].. Ranz
Ranz-Marshal
Marshal relation gives estimation of Nusselt
number based on carrier Prandtl and particle Reynolds number as:
(4.34)

Nu  2  0.6 Re 0p.5 Pr 0.33 ,

where Pr is Prandtl number.
The
he coefficient of convective heat transfer
definition:

hconv 

hconv can be calculated from Nusselt number

kC Nu
,
d

(4.35)

k
where d is particle diameter and c is ca
carrier flow heat conductivity.
Heat source term can be now expressed as:
Q  hconv Ap (Tc  Tp ) ,

where

(4.36)

Tc is far field carrier flow temperature at particle location.
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Numerical implementation
Numerical implementation is in compliance with the existing OpenFOAM implementation
with time-dependant particle control volume mass. To derive numerical implementation
finite difference Euler method for solving ordinary differential equations is used.
The heat equation (4.33) can be rewritten in the following form, suitable to integrate with
OpenFOAM integrator object:

dTp
dt

(4.37)

    Tp  ,

where  is:

  Tc ,

(4.38)

and  is:



hconv Ap
mcv c

(4.39)

.

Equation (4.37) can be then discretized using Euler method:

Tpnew  Tpold
t





    Tpnew ,

(4.40)

where Tpnew is particle temperature at the new time step, T pold is particle temperature at the
old time step and t is the time step size.
The equation is rearranged to yield final explicit formula for new temperature in each time
step:

Tpnew 

Tpold    t
(1    t )

.

(4.41)
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4.4. Melting equation
In this subsection melting equation is derived, preceded by general description of melting
process. A numerical implementation of melting equation will be presented at the end of
the subsection.
Every substance has a number of different phase states. These states are usually
represented by phase-diagrams. At various conditions a substance can exist in qualitatively
very different forms. These forms are usually named liquid, solid, and vapour phase.
Melting is transition of the substance from solid to liquid phase. In this region, both phases,
solid and liquid, coexist in thermal equilibrium.
In cladding process, particles consist of a pure metal or an alloy. If particle is of pure
metal, it melts at a constant temperature. Also a sharp interface is formed between melt and
solid phase. If particle is of alloy, it does not melt at constant temperature. A mushy region
forms between the liquid and the solid phase when such a particle melts. Mushy region
contains mixture of solid and liquid phase [12].
In this work it is assumed that particles consist of pure metal and Gibbs phase rule is
employed. According to Gibbs phase rule a state of a system of pure metal during melting
can be represented by one intensive state property. An energetic approach will be used to
derive the melting equation; therefore enthalpy is chosen to represent the state of the
system during melting. One could also relate enthalpy to temperature using conclusions
from the previous subsection which makes it even handier.
The melting process is characterized by specific enthalpy value at the melting point
h(Tmelt ) which denotes the start of phase change and latent heat of fusion hsl which denotes
how much heat needs to be introduced to melt one kilogram of particle material.
Melting equation describes particle thermal state from start of the melting process till the
end of the melting process. When the particle is not melting its thermal state is described
by the heat equation. The melting equation applies to the particle when its temperature is
above melting temperature and heat is being introduced into the control volume:
Tp  Tmelt  Q  0  .
To derive the melting equation, besides the assumptions of momentum and heat equations,
additional assumptions are made:
- Particles consist of pure metal.
-

Particle melts uniformly so that its solid core retains spherical shape.

An enthalpy balance of particle’s moving boundary control volume (Figure 4.5) was
derived in previous section as:


h p dV   uiA  A (h  hsl )dAi    qi conv dAi  Q .
A(t )
A(t )
t V(t )

(4.28)
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Using lumped capacitance method
method described previously, the first term on the left hand side
can be integrated. Heat flux Q across the boundary is again evaluated using RanzRanz-Marshal
relation. Second term on the left hand side can be evaluated using the melted mass
m
generation rate. Assuming same material properties as in previous section and taking total
derivative of time derivative term we obtain:
mcv (t )

d cT p 
dt

 cT p

dmcv (t )
 m melt h  m melt hsl  hAp (Tc  T p ) .
dt

(4.42)

Because control volume temperature during melting remains constant due to the first
approximation
approximation,, the first derivative is equal to zero. The second and the third term on left
hand si
side
de cancel out leaving only the last term on the left hand side. The melting equation
is thus represented by:

m melt hsl  Q .

(4.43)

Figure 4.5: Particle and carrier flow properties relevant to melting equation

Numerical implementation
To derive numerical implementation finite difference Euler
Euler method for solving ordinary
differential eq
equations
uations is used. The melting
melting equation (4.43) can be discretized as:
new
old
mmelt
 mmelt
Q

,
t
hsl

(4.44)

new
old
where mmelt is mass of melted material at the end of the time step and mmelt is the mass of
melted material at the start of the time step.
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As all the melt at the end of each time step is ejected from the control volume, the mass of
melt at the start of each time-step equals zero, which leads to final numerical expression
for the generated melt in one time step:
new
mmelt


Q
t .
hsl

(4.45)

4.5. Coupling to the main model
To couple the MPM to the MM, sources of mass, enthalpy and momentum in the MM
governing equations need to be specified. Sources are formulated as derivatives of particle
contributions with respect to volume and time and discretised by finite difference method
as they are inserted in OpenFOAM partial differential equation solver in such a form.
Mass coupling
Molten mass from the MPM has to be transferred to the MM. This is done through a source
term in the MM continuity equation, which is written as:

Sm 

where

d dmcreated
,
dt dV

(4.46)

dmcreated
is source of mass per unit volume.
dV

Discretizing the above term by finite-difference method, a discretized source for each cell
S mcell
is written as:
m
S cell


cell
mcreated
.
t  Vcell

Here, mcreated is mass created by melting particles and
the particle melts.
cell

(4.47)

Vcell is volume of the cell in which
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cell
The created mass equals the sum of molten mass mmelt
,k created by individual particle in the
current cell. This is written as:

S

m
cell



m

(4.48)

cell
melt ,k

k

t  Vcell

,

where index k denotes individual particles in the current cell.

Momentum coupling
M
Source of momentum Si in the Navier-Stokes equations of the MM is:

S iM 

where

d dM icreated
,
dt dV

(4.49)

dM icreated
is source of momentum per unit volume.
dV

M
discretized by finite difference method is written as:
Momentum source S cell
,i

M
S cell
,i 

where

created
M cell
,i

t  Vcell

created
 M cell
,i

,

(4.50)

is momentum created in current cell.

Momentum transfer from the MPM to the MM happens due to the third Newton’s law,
which states that for every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction. So if fluid acts
on a particle with certain force, the particle acts back on the fluid by an equal and opposite
drag
force. As the drag force Fi
represents the rate of change of momentum, a contribution
to the momentum source due to forces between fluid and particle can readily be written.
Another part of momentum exchange happens due to the mass exchange. Molten mass
carries certain momentum into the MM. It is assumed that molten mass travels at the same
velocity as the particle when it is melting.
created

This enables us to express the transported momentum  M cell
,i  k from the k  th
particle to the MM as:
created
 M cell

 drag  t  mmelt  ui  .
,i  k    Fi
k

(4.51)
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The momentum source is then a sum of sources due to individual particles:

S

M
cell ,i



  F

drag

i

k

 t  mmelt  ui 

t Vcell

(4.52)
k

.

Enthalpy coupling
H
Enthalpy source S i in the MM is:

S iM 

where

(4.53)

d dH created
,
dt dV

dH created
is source of enthalpy per unit volume.
dV

Discretizing this term using finite difference method yields:
S

M
cell ,i



cell
H created

t  Vcell

(4.54)

.

Due to conservation of enthalpy, the convective heat exchange between the particle and the
carrier flow needs to be added to the carrier source terms. Additionally, the melted mass
carries its sensible and latent heat to the carrier flow. Combining both yields enthalpy
cell
 :
source due to k  th particle  H created
k
cell
 H created  k   Q  t  mmelt (cTp  hsl )  k .

(4.55)

Summing this over all particles in the cell and inserting into discretized source term yields
expression for the enthalpy source term:

S

M
cell ,i



 Q  t  m

melt

k

(cTp  hsl ) 

t Vcell

(4.56)
k

.
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4.6. Coupled solution procedure
Here a coupled solution procedure covering one time step of the simulation is presented.
The solution procedure schematically presented in Figure 4.6 starts with the MM
evaluation of carrier flow properties and concludes with the MPM evaluation of individual
particle properties and transfer of accumulated sources to MM.
At first the MM uses phase fraction equation to propagate tracked phase through the
domain using old velocity field and mass source due to the powder melting from previous
time step. This yields a new phase fraction field, which is used to define densities and heat
capacitances of the carrier flow.
Then the PISO loop is used to estimate and correct carrier flow velocities using pressures
which ensure mass conservation. To achieve this, it uses source of momentum due to drag
exerted on particles by the carrier flow and source of momentum due to the melted mass
transfer along with the mass source due to particle melting.
In the next step, based on the newly obtained velocity field, the enthalpy equation is used
to obtain new enthalpies taking into account the transferred enthalpy from particles to the
carrier flow due to melting and the convective heat exchange. Using the newly obtained
enthalpy field, temperature can be evaluated using specific heat of the carrier flow.
When carrier flow properties are evaluated by the MM the MPM starts. To insure low
integration errors it divides the main model time step in a sequence of shorter time steps
named Lagrangian time steps. It loops over each particle propagating it through all of the
Lagrangian time steps. This is possible as particles do not interact with each other so a
single particle propagation path is not a function of other particles' paths.
Particle equations are evaluated based on local carrier flow properties obtained from the
MM. First a particle is displaced using its old velocity. If a particle hits a boundary during
its displacement, a boundary condition is applied. Then the particle velocity is updated
based on the local carrier velocity. Based on the particle temperature and the heat flux from
the carrier flow to the particle, either melting or heat equation is used. Based on these
calculations, sources of mass, enthalpy and momentum are accumulated at the end of each
Lagrangian time step for each propagated particle.
Time step is concluded by transfer of sources to the MM.
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Figure 4.6: Coupled model solution procedure
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5. The Coupled Model Assessment
Due to the implementation complexity and various significant changes to the OpenFOAM
algorithms and code, an assessment of correctness of implementation is devised here. In
addition this assessment method can be used also to evaluate if numerical errors are low
enough to ensure good resolution of each particle's influence on the carrier flow. Because
coupling is considered the likeliest source of error, the assessment method evaluates the
MPM sources at the MM in an indirect way.
The CM is assessed by checking the domain mass, enthalpy and momentum imbalance. By
integration of governing equations of the carrier flow and melting powder mass, enthalpy,
and momentum equations it is possible to formulate a function corresponding to the
numerically generated mass, enthalpy and momentum.
A group of all powder particles is referred to as particle cloud. Quantities of the cloud will
be denoted by subscript cloud . Integrals of the main model equation set are exerted over
V
A
n
the computational domain volume d and its boundary d , where i denotes a normal of
the domain boundary pointing outside of the domain.
Integrating mass conservation equation yields:





 t dV   x

Vd

Vd

i

( U i )dV   S m dV ,

(5.1)

Vd

which can be rewritten using Gauss theorem and Leibniz integral rule into:
d
 dV   ( U i )ni dA   S m dV .

dt Vd
Ad
Vd

(5.2)
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Each integral in the above equation is denoted by a new name, corresponding to its
meaning:
(5.3)

dmdomain
 m out  m source .
dt
The continuity equation for each particle is:

(5.4)

dm
dm
  melt .
dt
dt

An integral melting powder continuity equation can be derived by summing the above
equation over all particles:
(5.5)

dm
dmcloud
   melt ,i .
dt
dt
i

The mass source from the MPM to the MM is represented by sum of sources due to all
particles in the domain. This means it is possible to state:
m source 

dm
dmcreated
dm
d dmcreated
dV 
  melt ,i   cloud .
dV
dt
dt
dt
i

 dt

Vd

(5.6)

Using this relation, a continuity equation of system of coupled model can be derived:
(5.7)

dmdomain
dm
 m out   cloud .
dt
dt

t  t1 yields:
Integrating this equation over the time interval from t  0 to
mdomain (t  t1 )  mdomain (t  0)  mout (t  t1 )  mout (t  0) 
 [mcloud (t  t1 )  mcloud (t  0)]

.

(5.8)

mout is equal to zero at t  0 , this term can be omitted. Furthermore,
m
m
masses of domain domain and cloud cloud at each moment can be combined into the
system mass msystem :
As the outflow

msystem (t  0)  msystem (t  t1 )  mout (t  t1 ) ,

(5.9)

msystem  mdomain  mcloud .
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Integrating the momentum equation over the domain yields:



( U i )

dV  
( U jU i )dV 
t
x j
Vd



 x

Vd



Vd

p dV  

i

Vd

(5.10)


 ij dV    gi dV   SiM dV   Fi surf dV ,
x j
Vd
Vd
Vd

which can be rewritten using Gauss theorem and Leibniz integral rule into:
(5.11)

d
U i dV   ( U jU i )n j dA 
dt Vd
Ad


 pn dA   
i

Ad

Ad

ij

n j dA    gi dV   SiM dV   Fi surf dV .
Vd

Vd

Vd

Each integral in the above equation is denoted by a new name, corresponding to its
 domain
meaning. Integral of domain momentum by M i
, integral of momentum outflow
out

P
through domain boundary as M i , integral of pressure over domain boundary by M i ,

integral of viscous stresses over domain boundary by M i , integral of gravity force by
 source
M ig
, integral of momentum source due to melting powder model by M i
, and integral
surf

of surface tension body force as M i :
dM idomain
 M iout  M iP  M i  M ig  M isource  M isurf .
dt

(5.12)

Momentum conservation for each particle is:

d (mui )
dm
 Fi drag  Fi g ,b  melt ui .
dt
dt

(5.13)

Summing the equation over all particles in the domain yields:

dM icloud
dm



   Fi drag  melt ui   mcloud g i (1  ) .
dt
dt
p
j
j 

(5.14)
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The momentum source from the MPM to the MM is represented by sum of sources due to
all particles in the domain. This means it is possible to state:

M isource 



Vd

(5.15)

 dmmelt , j j

dM icreated
d dM icreated
dV 
u i   Fi j  
 
dt dV
dt
dt
j 


dM icloud

 mcloud gi (1  ) 
.
dt
p
 P    g  surf
Using this relation and combining various sources of moment ( M i , M i , M i , M i ) into
X
one term M i a momentum conservation of the coupled model can be derived:

dM idomain
dt

 M iout  M iX  M icloud , g ,b 

dM icloud
dt

(5.16)

.

t  t1 yields:
Integrating this equation over a time interval from t  0 to
(5.17)

M idomain (t  t1 )  M idomain (t  0)  M iout (t  t1 )  M iout (t  0) 
 M iX (t  t1 )  M iX (t  0)  M icloud , g ,b (t  t1 )  M icloud , g ,b (t  0)  M icloud (t  t1 ) 
 M icloud (t  0) .

out
As outflow M i and X terms are equal to zero at t  0 , this terms can be omitted.
domain
cloud
Furthermore momentum of domain M i
and cloud M i
at each moment can be
combined into system momentum:

M isystem (t  0)  M isystem (t  t1 )  M iout (t  t1 )  M iX (t  t1 )  M icloud , g ,b (t  t1 )

.

(5.18)

Integrating the enthalpy equation over the domain yields:

( h)


dV  
( hU i )dV  
qi dV   Slaser dV   S H dV ,
t
xi
xi
Vd
Vd
Vd
Vd
Vd



(5.19)

which can be rewritten using Gauss theorem and Leibniz integral rule into:

d
hdV   ( hU i )ni dA   qi ni dA   Slaser dV   S H dV .
dt Vd
Ad
Ad
Vd
Vd

(5.20)

Each integral in the above equation is denoted by a new name, corresponding to its

meaning. Integral of carrier flows enthalpy as H domain , integral of enthalpy outflow through

the boundary of the domain by H out , integral of conductive heat transfer over domain
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boundary as H  , integral of laser heat source over the volume of domain by H laser and heat

source due to melting powder model as H source :

(5.21)

dH domain 
 H out  H   H laser  H source .
dt
Enthalpy conservation for each particle is:

(5.22)

dm
d (H )
 Q  melt (cT  hsl ) .
dt
dt
Summing the equation over all particles in the domain yields next formula:
dH cloud
dmmelt
dmmelt

 dH cloud


  Q 
(cT  hsl ) 
  Q 
(cT  hsl )  .
dt
dt
dt
 j dt
j
j 
j 

(5.23)

The enthalpy source from the MPM to the MM is represented by sum of sources due to all
particles in the domain. This means it is possible to state:

H source 

dm


dH created
d dH created
dV 
   Q  melt , j (cT  hsl )  
dt dV
dt
dt
j 




Vd

dH
  cloud
dt

(5.24)
.

 
Using this relation and combining various sources of enthalpy ( H  , H laser ) into one term
H X an enthalpy conservation of the coupled model can be derived:

dH domain 
dH cloud
 H out  H X 
.
dt
dt

(5.25)

t  t1 yields:
Integrating this equation over the time interval from t  0 to
H domain (t  t1 )  H domain (t  0)  H out (t  t1 )  H out (t  0) 

(5.26)

 H X (t  t1 )  H X (t  0)  H cloud (t  t1 )  H cloud (t  0),
H out

and X terms are equal to zero at t  0 , this terms can be omitted.
H domain and cloud H cloud at each moment can be
Furthermore, enthalpy of domain
combined into system enthalpy:
As outflow

H system (t  0)  H system (t  t1 )  H out (t  t1 )  H X (t  t1 ) .

(5.27)
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To sum up the following relations should apply to a physically sound coupled model:
0  msystem (t  t1 )  mout (t  t1 )  msystem (t  0) ,

(5.28)

0  M isystem (t  t1 )  M iout (t  t1 )  M iX (t  t1 )  M icloud , g ,b (t  t1 )  M isystem (t  0) ,
0  H system (t  t1 )  H out (t  t1 )  H X (t  t1 )  H system (t  0).

Nevertheless numerical integration and solution procedures generate some cumulative
numerical error. If this error is summed up for every term in governing equations and
integrated over time, an error estimate can be made:

 m (t )  msystem (t  t1 )  mout (t  t1 )  msystem (t  0),

(5.29)

 iM (t )  M isystem (t  t1 )  M iout (t  t1 )  M iX (t  t1 ) 
 M icloud , g ,b (t  t1 )  M isystem (t  0),

 H (t )  H system (t  t1 )  H out (t  t1 )  H X (t  t1 )  H system (t  0).
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6. Results
Using the formulated CM and assessment technique, a test case setup and evaluation is
presented. Further on, a coupled model application to DLD process is shown.

6.1. Test case
A simple test case of one particle melting while falling through the hot carrier flow is
schematically shown in Figure 6.1. A three dimensional domain was used. Upper part of
the domain was occupied by gaseous phase. The bottom part was occupied by liquid phase.
In the upper part a single particle was placed. The whole domain was heated up to a
temperature above the melting point of particle. In the carrier flow, field viscous stresses,
pressure gradients, gravity and surface tension forces governed the flow. Between the
particle and the carrier flow, heat exchange and momentum exchange due to drag took
place. Particle was allowed to fall through the domain, heating up and melting on the way,
till the particle mass was fully transferred to the carrier flow. Material properties and initial
conditions presented in Table 6.1 were chosen in such a way that the melting particle
melted completely during the fall.
During this process, the assessment code was evaluating the domain integrals and the
temporal integrals of the domain integrals to yield the overall system balance of mass,
enthalpy and momentum.
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Figure 6.1: Test case setup

Table 6.1: Material properties and initial conditions used in test case

Property or initial condition

Value

Gravitational acceleration:
Density of gaseous phase:
Specific heat of gaseous phase:
Heat conductivity of gaseous phase:
Kinematic viscosity of gaseous phase:
Density of liquid phase:
Specific heat of liquid phase:
Heat conductivity of liquid phase:
pha
Kinematic viscosity of liquid phase:
Surface tension between gaseous and liquid
phase:
Particle density:
Particle specific heat:
Particle melting temperature:
Particle enthalpy of fusion:
Particle diameter:
Domain dimensions (x,y,z):
Number of cells in directions of Cartesian
system (x,y,z):
Initial particle temperature:
Initial domain temperature:
Initial velocity of the carrier flow and tthe
particle:

(0,--9.81,0) m/s
1 kg/m3
500 J/kgK
0.016 W/mK
1.48e-5
1.48e m2/s
1000 kg/m3
4200 J/kgK
0.5 W/mK
1e--6 m2/s
0.07 N/m
1000 kg/m3
4200 J/kgK
273 K
150
0 kJ/kg
0.2 mm
2x10
10x2mm
10x50x10
263 K
500 K
0 m/s
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6.2. Test case result
The obtained phase fraction field in Figure 6.2
2 shows both phases of carrier flow at
t
selected values of time . Due to low drag exerted on the particle and high density
density of the
tracked phase (   1 ) both phases do not mix while the particle is falling through the
gaseous phase. Also the particle does not start to melt when it is falling through the
gaseous phase, so no liquid phase is generated until
unt t  35 ms , when the particle hits the
liquid phase. Due to higher heat diffusivity in liquid phase, particle quickly melts and
surface of the liquid phase rises.

Figure 6.2: Phase frac
fraction
tion field with particle

The temperature field in Figure 6.3 shown at selected values of time t shows nicely how
the particle cools down the carrier flow while falling through it. As the gaseous phase has
lower heat capacitance, its temperature
temperature drop is more pronounced
pronounced.. On the opposite, the
temperature drop is smaller in liquid phase as liquid has much higher heat capacitance.
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Figure 6.3: Temperature field with
with particle

The velocity field is presented at selected values of time t in Figure 6.4.. It shows low
velocities at times prior to particle melting at time t  35 ms . Streamlines indicate flow
from underneath the particle towards the upper part of the domain. When the particle
melts, a large increase of local velocities is spotted at particle location, as mass is emerging
at that cell and, due to incompressibility of the carrier flow, an ooutflow
utflow is generated to
insure mass continuity in the CM.
C

Figure 6.4:
6 Streamlines coloured by velocity magnitude
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6.3. Test case assessment result
During the test case, mass, enthalpy and momentum of the CM were
were measured. Their
imbalance is presented in the following graphs, where particle mass, enthalpy and
momentum are also shown to serve as a scale of error. It was shown that error in all three
conserved quantities does not exceed one percent of particle maxi
maximum
mum mass, enthalpy, or
momentum respectively.

Figure 6.5: Mass imbalance assessment of the test case

m

In Figure 6.5,, the mass of particle cloud and the mass imbalance m are presented. Mass
m
of particle cloud quickly decreases when particle hits the liquid phase at t  35 ms . This is
when sources are active, transporting mass from the MPM to the MM. During this time the
mass imbalance is generated, yielding less than one thousandth of the particle initial mass.
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Figure 6..6: Enthalpy imbalance assessment of the test case

H

In Figure 6.6,, the enthalpy of particle cloud and the enthalpy imbalance H are presented.
H
Particles enthalpy cloud increases while it is falling through the gaseous phase due to the
convective he
heating.
ating. When particle hits the liquid phase, its enthalpy quickly falls as
particle mass and enthalpy are transported to the MM. This is when sources are active,
transporting enthalpy from the MPM to the MM. During this time the enthalpy imbalance
is genera
generated,
ted, yielding less than one hundredth of particle initial enthalpy.

Figure 6.7
7: Momentum imbalance assessment of the test case
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In Figure 6.7 , the magnitude of the particle momentum M icloud and the magnitude of
momentum imbalance  iM

are presented. Particle momentum magnitude

M icloud

increases while the particle is falling through the gaseous phase due to gravity force. When
particle hits the liquid phase, its momentum quickly decreases as particle mass and its
momentum are transferred to the MM. This is when the sources are active, transporting
particle mass and momentum from the MPM to the MM. Momentum imbalance is
generated at the start of the test case and during particle melting when sources are active,
yielding less than one thousandth of particle initial momentum.
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6.4. Coupled model application
To demonstrate applicability of the CM a simulation of DLD process using the CM was
carried out at IFT FFL at TU Wien. With their permission I present here the simulation
results.
At DLD process, a workpiece is heated up by laser light absorption to form a melt pool. On
the surface of the melt pool a metallic powder is introduced.
introduced. Due to the high temperature
of the melt pool, metallic powder melts and forms a clad layer.
The main model covers metallic and gaseous phase dynamics, phase change of metallic
phase and dynamics of gaseous phase as well as sources due to laser light absorption.
The MPM describes depositing powder which enables material addition to the MM. In
Figure 6.8,, resulting process example is presented. Only the metallic phase is displayed
coloured by its temperature field. A heated region at the end of the clad layer indicates
where the laser beam heats the metallic phase. Above this region the depositing powder
can be seen as black dots, falling into the melt pool and building the clad layer.

Figure 6.8: DLD process simulation overview
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7. Conclusion
The existing main model (MM) of laser cutting and welding was extended by the model of
a melting powder (MPM) in order to model the process of direct laser deposition (DLD) of
metal powder. The MM governing equation set was presented along with numerical
methods employed by the MM to model incompressible two phase flow. The equation of
the phase dynamics, the continuity equation, the Navier-Stokes equations and the enthalpy
equation were expanded by sources to enable coupling to the MPM. Further on, a volume
of fluid approach including the mass transfer from the MPM was formulated and PISO
algorithm of the MM was expanded by the mass source from the MPM to gain the mass
conservation in coupling of MM and MPM in to coupled model (CM).
To simulate depositing powder and its melting the MPM governing equations were
derived. The particle with moving boundary control volume was used to describe particle
melting. The momentum equation for a particle with variable mass was derived. A drag
model was selected. It was confirmed that the selected model is valid in the conditions
common to DLD process. To describe particle thermal state bellow the melting point the
heat equation was derived. A convective heat exchange was determined by Ranz-Marshal
correlation and a lumped capacitance method was used to describe particle internal
temperature field. Based on evaluation of Biot number this could cause some dynamic
error when particle is heated up inside a melt pool. A melting of the particle was described
by the melting equation. During melting the continuity equation is used to update particle
control volume diameter. Equations were discretized using Euler method for solving
ordinary differential equations. The coupling of MPM and the MM was finally achieved by
evaluation of source terms of MM. These source terms describe transfer of mass, enthalpy
and momentum from the MPM to the MM.
In order to verify correctness of the implementation of the CM in OpenFOAM, an
assessment of mass, enthalpy and momentum imbalance was derived. This assessment can
be used also to verify if numerical errors are sufficiently small to enable clear
representation of particle effects on the carrier flow.
Finally a test case setup and assessment was presented. It was shown, that during evolution
and melting of single particle, mass, enthalpy, and momentum imbalance do not exceed
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one percent of particle mass, enthalpy and momentum. An example of using the CM to
model the process of DLD of metal powder was shown.
The CM can simulate powder delivery to the melt pool, its melting, and clad formation.
Data about temperature of workpiece and powder particles can be tracked along the
simulation along with the shape and dynamics of the melt pool. Resulting clad layer and
powder dynamics above the workpiece can be monitored.
Using these capabilities of CM one can improve his understanding of the process. CM
provides new data that previously could not be measured. Now this data can be extracted
from the model yielding melt pool flow patterns and thermal histories of every
computational cell. By considering this data combined with experimental insight, one can
think of process parameters optimisation and evaluate them by simulation before
rebuilding DLD system. The same workflow can be used to justify or to decline bigger
investments in new equipment.
The CM presented may serve as the basis for scientific powder DLD process simulation,
because physical descriptions of many processes during DLD process are relatively simple.
For accurate simulations more elaborate physical descriptions should be developed, e.g. in
order to study in detail particle dynamics in feeding nozzle, a more elaborate boundary
condition for particle-wall interaction should be developed; or if one would be interested in
microstructure of resulting clad, a separate module for microstructure evaluation based on
temperature history of workpiece should be developed. However due to modular structure
of OpenFOAM, CM is easily modified and extended by new physics.
The presented CM needs yet to be validated by experiment. This would yield a powerful
proof of concept, however it would also present a challenge. A lack of material properties
at high temperatures found during DLD process may present an obstacle when trying to get
a meaningful result from the simulations. Simulations of such complexity may also take a
lot of time, making detailed planning of simulation crucial factor to success.
Application preview presented in chapter 5 gives a taste of what is possible now. What will
be possible in the future is an open question, however rising computational power and
lowering of computational costs may lead to development and application of detailed
models as one presented in problem solving on daily bases.
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9. Uvod
Računalniško modeliranje procesov omogoča raziskovanje in razumevanje lastnosti
kompleksnih procesov, ki jih je eksperimentalno težko obravnavati ali razumeti. Eno
izmed trenutno zanimivih in hitro se razvijajočih področij so dodajne izdelovalne
tehnologije oziroma 3-D printanje kovinskih izdelkov [1]. Ena izmed možosti za 3-D
printanje kovine je lasersko direktno nanašanje (LDN) prahu, kjer s pomočjo laserja
ustvarimo talilni bazen v katerega dovajamo kovinski prah. Prah se zaradi povišane
temperature stali in ustvari nanos.
Da bi lahko modelirali proces LDN kovinskega prahu je potrebno opisati taljenje in
strjevanje kovine vključno z dinamiko staljene kovine, dinamiko zaščitnega plina,
absorpcijo laserske svetlobe ter dinamiko, termodinamiko, in taljenje nanešenega
kovinskega prahu. Opis oziroma modeliranje vsega naštetega je zelo zahtevno in ponuja
mnogo priložnosti, kot je lepo opisal Francois, M. M. et al. [2] Obstoječi komercialni
programski paketi za dinamiko fluidov in multifizikalni programski paketi trenutno še ne
vsebujejo modela procesa LDN kovinskega prahu.
Po drugi strani modeli laserskega varjenja in rezanja že obstajajo in predstavljajo dobro
osnovo za nadaljnji razvoj oziroma modeliranje procesa LDN kovinskega prahu.. Primer
modela za simulacijo laserskega varjenja [3], ki vključuje modele dvofaznega toka, toka
kovinske in plinaste faze, kjer je kovinska faza lahko v tekočem ali trdnem stanju, in
absorpcije laserske svetlobe so razvili Otto, Koch in Vazquez na Technische Universität
Wien - Institut für Fertigungstechnik und Hochleistungslasertechnik - Bereich Laser und
Lasergestützefertigung. Ta model uporablja Eulerski pristop in metodo končnih volumnov
za modeliranje dinamike dvofaznega toka plinaste in kovinske faze. Ta tok bo v
nadaljevanju imenovan “nosilni tok”. Model je implementiran v okolju OpenFOAM,
multifizikalni C++ knjižnici za upravljanje tenzorskih polj in računanje z njimi, ki je
napisana pod GPL (General Public License) licenco. Ta model bo v nadaljevanju
imenovan “glavni model” (GM).
V okviru diplomskega dela je GM dopolnjen z modelom nanešenega prahu, to je z
“modelom talečega prahu“ (MTP) v tako imenovani sklopljeni model (SM). MTP vsebuje
Lagrangev opis trdnega dela posameznega delca kovinskega prahu, njegove dinamike,
termodinamike in pretaljevanja. MTP opiše trdni del delca prahu s pomočjo kontrolnega
volumna s premično mejo pri čemer se pretaljeni del delca ob nastanku preko meje
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kontrolnega volumna takoj prenese v GM. To je izvedeno s pomočjo virov v vodilnih
enačbah GM. Razširitev je bila opravljena znotraj okolja OpenFOAM, vendar podrobnosti
implementacije v tem delu niso predstavljene. Takšna razširitev GM poveča njegovo
znanstveno, kot tudi industrijsko vrednost, saj omogoča podrobno simulacijo procesa LDN
kovinskega prahu.
Pričujoče delo je strukturirano sledeče. V poglavju 2 je predstavljena struktura SM. V
poglavju 3 so predstavljene vodilne enačbe GM in razširitev teh enačb z viri, ki omogočajo
sklopitev GM z MTP v SM. MTP je izpeljan v poglavju 4, kjer se obravnava obstoječo
kinematiko in termodinamiko trdnega delca programskega okolja OpenFOAM z ozirom na
novo vpeljani kontrolni volumen s premično mejo ter talilno enačbo. Da se preveri
implementacijo SM modela v okolju OpenFOAM je v 5 poglavju razvit test ohranitve
mase, entalpije in gibalne količine. V 6 poglavju je nato predstavljen testni primer skupaj z
oceno ohranitve mase, entalpije in gibalne količine, poleg njega pa tudi primer uporabe
SM za simulacijo procesa LDN.
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10. Razširjeni povzetek
V 2. poglavju, ki služi kot celovit pregled ravitega SM so predstavljene relacije med GM,
MTP in SM. SM sestavljata GM in MTP skupaj z mehanizmi za prenos mase, energije in
gibalne količine med modeloma. GM s pomočjo kontinuitetne enačbe, enačbe faze,
Navier-Stokesovih enačb in entalpijske enačbe predvidi obnašanje nosilnega toka. MTP s
pomočjo kotrolnega volumna s premično mejo, in s kontinuitetno, gibalno, toplotno in
talilno enačbo tega kontrolnega volumna opiše časovni razvoj lastnosti posameznega delca
prahu od vstopa v domeno, do njegove popolne pretalitve ali izstopa iz domene. Z isto
metodo se opiše vsak delec nanešenega prahu. Ker na delce v MTP zaradi interakcije z
nosilnim tokom deluje sila upora je potrebno preko virov v Navier-Stokesovih enačbah
GM vključiti reakcijo na to silo, ki deluje nasprotno enako sili upora in pospešuje nosilni
tok. Ker delci v MTP preko konvektivnega prenosa toplote izmenjujejo toploto z nosilnim
tokom, je potrebno preneseno toploto iz nosilnega toka na delce preko virov v entalpijski
enačbi nosilnega toka odvzeti. Če se delci v MTP talijo, se vsa novonastala talina, njena
entalpija in gibalna količina prenese v GM preko virov v kontinuitetni enačbi, enačbi faze,
Navier-Stokesovih enačbah in entalpijski enačbi.
Da bi bila GM in MTP sklopljena v masi, entalpiji in gibalni količini in da bi se te količine
v SM ohranjale, je potrebno predstaviti in prilagoditi GM, tako da upošteva vpliv delcev v
MTP na nosilni tok. To je izvedeno v poglavju 3. Opisana sta tako pristop volumna
tekočine, ki ga GM uporablja za izračun nestisljivega dvofaznega toka, kot tudi pristop
mešanice, ki bistveno olajša izračun lastnosti dvofaznega toka. Nadalje so predstavljene
vodilne enačbe GM, pri čemer je bila vsaka izmed njih tudi razširjena z virom, ki opisuje
učinke prašnih delcev MTP na GM. Predstavljen je bil PISO algoritem, ki ga GM
uporablja za sklopitev tlakov in hitrosti nestisljivega dvofaznega toka. Ker v obstoječem
GM ta algoritem ne upošteva virov mase, je bilo potrebno algoritem ponovno izpeljati za
tok, v katerem se masa lahko tudi pojavlja ali izginja zaradi taljenja delcev v MTP.
Fizikalni opis delcev MTP je podan v poglavju 4. Opis trdnega dela prašnega delca je bil
izveden s pomočjo sferičnega kontrolnega volumna s spremenljivim premerom. Ko se
delec tali, se novonastala talina prenaša preko virov v GM, kjer se njena dinamika in
strjevanje obravnava Eulersko na nivoju računskih celic. Sam trdni delec pa je opisan
Lagrangevo, z njegovo pozicijo, hitrostjo, temperaturo in premerom.
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Pri tem se premer delca določi s pomočjo kontinuitetne enačbe za opisani kontrolni
volumen. Volumen delca na začetku časovnega koraka mora biti enak vsoti volumna delca
na koncu časovnega koraka in volumna ustvarjene taline tekom časovnega koraka.
Hitrost delca se določi s pomočjo gibalne enačbe, pri čemer se upošteva gravitacijska sila
na delec, vzgonska sila na delec in sila zračnega upora ter spremenljiva masa kontrolnega
volumna. Koeficient zračnega upora se določi s pomočjo Schiller-jeve empirične relacije in
konstantnega zračnega upora pri višjih Raynoldsovih številih za kroglo v toku tekočine.
Izvedena je bila analiza možnih situacij v procesu LDN prahu, pri čemer je bilo
ugotovljeno, da se takšen model zračnega upora lahko uporabi, saj velja v pogojih tipičnih
za gibanje prašnih delcev v procesu LDN prahu.
Temperaturo delca se določi s pomočjo toplotne enačbe, pri čemer se upošteva konvektivni
prenos toplote med delcem in njegovo okolico. Za izračun temperature se uporabi
posplošena kapacitivnostna metoda, za določitev konvektivnega prenosa toplote pa RanzMarshalova korelacija. Izvedena je bila analiza Biotovega števila za primernost uporabe
splošne kapacitivnostne metode. Ugotovljeno je bilo, da ta metoda lahko povzroči
dinamično napako temperaturnega razvoja delca, ko se le-ta segreva v talilnem bazenu. Da
bi model ohranili preprost, smo se odločili, da natančnega popisa temperaturnega polja
znotraj delca ne bomo izvajali.
S talilno enačbo je bilo opisano taljenje delca. Izbran je bil energijski pristop za opis
faznega prehoda, prav tako je bilo predpostavljeno, da je delec iz čiste snovi, ki se tali pri
točno določeni temperaturi. Vse enačbe so bile numerično implementirane s pomočjo
Eulerske sheme.
Za skopitev GM in MTP, je potrebno določiti izraze virov mase, gibalne količine in
entalpije v GM ki so predstavljeni v 3 poglavju. Izrazi za vire so izpeljani s seštevanjem
vplivov posameznih delcev na nosilni tok. Vir mase je bil izražen kot vsota novonastale
taline zardi taljenja vsakega delca prahu. Vir gibalne količine vsebuje reakcijo zaradi sile
upora na nosilni tok ter gibalno količino novonastale taline, ki prehaja iz MPT v GM. Vir
entalpije je bil izražen kot vsota konvektivnega prenosa toplote in notranje energije, ki pri
taljenju prehaja skupaj s talino iz MPT v GM.
S poznanimi vodilnimi enačbami za oba modela in izraženimi viri je možno podati način
izračuna časovnega razvoja nosilnega toka GM in delcev MTP. Najprej se izračunajo
lastnosti nosilnega toka GM, to je položaj faze, hitrostno polje, tlačno polje ter entalpijsko
in temperaturno polje. Nato z MTP ocenimo razvoj vsakega delca posebej. Glede na stanje
nosilnega toka z MTP določimo silo zračnega upora in konvektivni prenos toplote v vsak
delec. Tekom evolucije vsakega delca se prispevek upora in konvektivnega prenosa toplote
akumulira v vire. Prav tako se v vire akumulira masa, gibalna količina in entalpija, ki med
modeloma prehaja zaradi taljenja delcev. Po izračunu evolucije vseh delcev prahu, se viri
prenesejo v GM, ki jih upošteva ob naslednjem izračunu vodilnih enačb.
Predstavljeni potek izračuna je bil implementiran v okolje OpenFOAM, vendar je bilo
potrebno zaradi relativne kompleksnosti sprememb v izvorni kodi knjižnic OpenFOAM
preveriti ali se masa, entalpija in gibalna količina SM ohranjajo. V ta namen je bila razvita
metoda, ki omogoča merjenje neravnovesja mase, entalpije in gibalne količine, ki bi se
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morale v fizikalno korektnem SM ohranjati. Kontinuitetni enačbi GM in MTP sta bili
integrirani preko celotne računske domene, preko vseh delcev v simulaciji in tekom
časovnega poteka simulacije. Ker v obeh enačbah nastopa isti vir oz. ponor, preko katerega
sta enačbi sklopljeni, smo obe enačbi s pomočjo tega člena izenačili. Dobljena je
integralska kontinuitetna enačba SM. V tej enačbi masa ne sme nastajati brez razloga. Če
numerično ocenimo to enačbo lahko ugotovimo, kako velik je numerični šum, ki nastaja ob
evoluciji delcev. Tako dobimo številsko vrednost numerične napake. Enak postopek je
izveden za oceno neravnovesja v entalpiji in v gibalni količini SM.
V 5 poglavju sta predstavljena dva primera delovanja SM. Prvi je testni primer, ki služi za
potrditev pravilne implementacije SM v okolje OpenFOAM in potrditev ohranitve mase,
entalpije in gibalne količine v SM. Testni primer je bil zasnovan tako, da je bil v zgornjo
polovico pravokotne pokončne domene vstavljen en delec. Zgornji del domene je bil
napolnjen z zrakom, spodnji pa z vročo tekočino. Na delec je delovala sila upora in sila
gravitacije. Tako pripravljen delec je bil puščen, da pade skozi domeno in se na poti stali.
Ob tem se je opazovalo neravnovesje v masi, entalpiji in gibalni količini. Ugotovljeno je
bilo, da neravnovesje ne presega enega procenta maksimalne mase, entalpije in gibalne
količine opazovanega delca.V drugem primeru je predstavljena uporaba SM za simulacijo
procesa LDN. Simulacija procesa LDN z uporabo razvitega MTP je bila izvedena na
Dunajski tehnični univerzi v laboratoriju IFT FFL. Z njihovim privoljenjem je
predstavljena slika simuliranega procesa z opisom, ki natančneje razloži dogajanje na sliki
6.8.
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11. Zaključek
Obstoječi GM laserskega rezanja in varjenja je bil razširjen z MTP, da bi simulirali proces
LDN kovinskega prahu. Predstavljene so bile vodilne enačbe GM in glavne numerične
metode, ki jih uporabimo v GM za njihovo rešitev. Da bi bila mogoča sklopitev GM z
MTP so bile te enačbe razširjene z opisom virov mase, gibalne količine in entalpije. Pristop
volumna tekočine (“Volume of fluid”) je bil zapisan upoštevajoč prenos mase iz MTP v
GM, prav tako je bil z virom mase razširjen tudi PISO algoritem GM, tako da zagotavlja
ohranitev mase v SM.
Izpeljanje so bile vodilne enačbe MTP modela, ki opisujejo časovni razvoj lastnosti
posameznega delca prahu od vstopa v domeno, do njegove popolne pretalitve ali izstopa iz
domene. Pri tem je bil za opis pretaljevanja delca uporabljen delec s kontrolnim volumnom
s premično mejo. . Izpeljana je bila gibalna enačba za delec s spremenljivo maso. Izbran je
bil model zračnega upora delca. Izbira modela je bila utemeljena z analizo primernosti
modela v primerih, ki so značilni za proces LDN kovinskega prahu. Za opis
termodinamičnega stanja delca pod tališčem je bila podana toplotna enačba. Konvektivni
prenos toplote je bil določen s pomočjo Ranz-Marshalove korelacije. Za določitev
temperature delca pa je bila uporabljena posplošena kapacitivnostna metoda. Glede na
analizo Biotovega števila lahko to privede do dinamične napake, ko se delci segrevajo v
talilnem bazenu. Taljenje delca je bilo opisano s pomočjo talilne enačbe. Med taljenjem se
uporabi kontinuitetno enačbo za izračun spremenjenega premera kontrolnega volumna
delca. Enačbe so bile diskretizirane po Eulerjevi metodi za reševanje navadnih
diferencialnih enačb. Sklopitev modelov GM in MTP je bila dosežena z oceno velikosti
virov GM. Ti viri opisujejo prenos mase, entalpije in gibalne količine iz MTP v GM.
Da bi preverili, ali je SM pravilno implementiran v okolje OpenFOAM, je bila izvedena
ocena ohranitve mase, entalpije in gibalne količine. Ta ocena se lahko tudi uporabi, da
ocenimo ali so numerične napake dovolj majhne, da omogočajo jasno simulacijo vpliva
delcev na nosilni tok.
Na zadnje je bila predstavljena zasnova in rezultati testnega primera simulacije izvedene s
SM. Rezultati so pokazali, da tekom časovnega razvoja in taljenja enega delca,
neravnovesja v masi, entalpiji in gibalni količini SM ne presegajo enega procenta mase,
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entalpije in gibalne količine opazovanega delca. Prikazana je bila tudi uporaba SM za
simulacije procesa LDN.
Pri tem SM uporabimo za simulacijo transporta prahu do talilnega bazena, njegovo
pretaljevanje in formacijo nanosa. Možno je slediti podatkom o temperaturi obdelovanca in
prašnih delcev tekom celotne simulacije skupaj z obliko in dinamiko talilnega bazena.
Opazujemo lahko nanešeno plast in dinamiko prahu nad obdelovancem.
Uporaba SM nam zato omogoča izboljšati razumevanje procesa. S pomočjo SM lahko
pridobimo podatke o fizikalnih spremenljivkah, ki se jih prej ni dalo izmeriti in vključujejo
tokovne vzorce v talilnem bazenu ali temperaturne zgodovine vsake računske celice v
simulaciji. Te podatke združene z eksperimentalno pridobljenim znanjem lahko uporabimo
pri optimizaciji procesnih parametrov. Optimalnost parametrov lahko s pomočjo SM tudi
preverimo, preden spremembo uporabimo v realnem sistemu oziroma procesu LDN prahu.
Enak postopek se lahko uporabi za določitev upravičenosti oz. neupravičensoti naložbe v
novo opremo.
Predstavljeni SM lahko služi kot osnova za znanstvene simulacije procesa LDN
kovinskega prahu, ker vsebuje relativno preprost opis procesov, ki nastopajo v tem
procesu. Za natančne simulacije bi bilo potrebno SM razširiti z bolj dodelanimi fizikalnimi
opisi, kot na primer, če bi želeli raziskovati dinamiko delcev v šobi za dovod prahu, bi bilo
potrebno razviti bolj natančen robni pogoj za opis interakcije med delcem in steno; če bi
želeli raziskovati mikrostrukturo nanešene plasti, bi bilo potrebno razviti ločen modul za
oceno mikrostrukture nanešene plasti glede na temperaturno zgodovino obdelovanca.
Neglede na to modularna struktura OpenFOAM knjižnice omogoča enostavno
modifikacijo obstoječega SM in enostavne razširitve z novimi fizikalnimi opisi.
V nadaljevanju bi bilo potrebno predstavljeni SM še validirati z eksperimentom oziroma
potrditi konsistentnost delovanje modela. Slednje predstavlja velik izziv, namreč
materialne lastnosti pri visokih temperaturah tipičnih za proces LDN niso lahko dostopne,
kar dodatno oteži pridobitev konsistentnih rezultatov s pomočjo SM. Prav tako je pri tako
kompleksnih simulacijah, ki vzamejo veliko časa, pomembno dobro načrtovanje simualcij.
To je lahko ključno za uspešno validacijo.
V 5 poglavju prikazana uporaba SM za simulacije LDN je primer prikaza danes mogočega
na področju simulacije procesov. Odprto ostaja vprašanje kaj bo mogoče v prihodnosti,
vendar vedno višja računska zmogljivost in nižanje njene cene lahko omogočijo uporabo
natančnih modelov, kakeršen je predstavljeni, v vsakodnevnem reševanju inženirskih
problemov.
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